HERESY UPDATE:
THE VIRGIN MARY SET TO JOIN PLURALITY
OF DIVINITY!

By Rabbi/Rabbi/Brother Moshe Yoseph Koniuchowsky

For 1,700 years now, faithful Roman Catholics have defended the unscriptural veneration and homage of Miriam (Yahshua’s mother), by repeating the lie that they do not worship her. They have said that they just seek her assistance as a helper and special relative of Yahshua. Through this denial they have successfully hidden behind this religious smokescreen. Their verbiage has deceitfully entrapped many Bible believers into accepting various doctrines of popery including Maryology (the study of Mary) as right. Tragically even some Jewish and Israelites have been swept away by this nonsense. It appears at long last that this religious game has finally come to an end.

Thanks to an exposé in the August 25, 1997 edition of the globally acclaimed and respected Newsweek Magazine, there is a current grass roots drive by avid papists, to force the hand of Pope John Paul the second, to use his so called "papal infallibility", to declare Mary as a co-redemptrix and co-mediatrix of all grace and the advocate for the people. Should the pope issue this new doctrinal dogma in the form of a papal decree into official papal theology, approaching Yahuwah through Mary will be a requirement by all faithful Catholics, before they can receive any answer or grace from Yahshua Himself. As of now veneration of Mary is still somewhat optional and is left to individual conscience.

Some of the most well known papists such as the late mother Teresa of Calcutta, Cardinal John O’Conner of New
York, mother Angelica of TV fame, the well known and self proclaimed anti-Semite, Polish Cardinal Joseph Glemp and six well known cardinals in Rome, are literally begging the pope to make the following papal pronouncement, that would once and for all lift and exalt Mary to a deity, thereby forcing any good Roman Catholic who refused to openly worship Mary, to be in direct disobedience to the pope himself and through the pope to Messiah.

Included in this upcoming papal announcement are the following theological heresies which are designed to strip Yahshua of his eternal heavenly glory:

1. Mary participated in the redemption accomplished by her Son, thus sharing His glory as co-redemtrix.
2. Any grace or help from Yahshua will be granted only when a worshipper acknowledges Mary’s role of intercessor between Yahuwah and man.
3. All prayers must be first addressed to Mary before Yahshua is acknowledged in any way.

Ultimately in place of the tripartite plurality of divinity, it would appear that there would be a kind of holy quartet, with Mary playing the multiple roles of the daughter of the Father (YHWH), mother of the Son and spouse of the Holy Spirit," according to Newsweek Magazine.

Pope John Paul’s private and public devotion to Mary not only exceeds his devotion to Yahshua, but he has publicly prayed to her and acknowledged her as solely responsible for saving his life in a 1981 assassination attempt in Rome. The pope made this connection since the attempt took place on the Catholic feast commemorating Mary’s supposed appearance at Fatima, Portugal in 1917. Interestingly enough he has led a series of 50 weekly studies on the Virgin Mary.
In April of 1997 the Bishop of Rome made this shocking and overtly blasphemous proclamation. "Having created male and female Yahuwah also wants to place the new Eve besides the new Adam in the redemption. Mary the new Eve thus becomes a perfect icon of the church. We can therefore turn to the blessed virgin, trustfully imploring her aid in the awareness of the singular role entrusted to her by [Elohim], the role of co-operator in the redemption".

Many so called "charismatic Catholics" who have gained alarming acceptance within Protestantism, have now shown their true colors by migrating to Mary as the "Holy Spirit’s more interesting spouse", according to Newsweek Magazine. Devout "New Agers", are tickled with the proposed open worship of Mary as a member of the soon to be revealed holy quartet. Radical feminists in the New Age movement, celebrate Mary as a free and liberated woman who chose to say yes to Yahuwah at the annunciation, whereas Eve said no in the Garden of Yahuwah. Poor folks and single women will be glad to worship her as the poor and humble Madonna, able to identify and help them. With the pontiff’s blessing, much of what is left of popery’s reverence for Yahshua, is about to be shifted to Mary.

In many ways Maryology is a spreading spiritual cancer and not one in remission! The 20th century has really belonged to Miriam. From almost every continent, visionaries and false seers have reported more than 400 sightings or apparitions, more than at any time in human history.

While the Vatican did declare Mary the "mother of [Elohim]" in 431 AD, it wasn’t until the year of 1854 that Pope Pius the ninth declared the Hellish concept of the so called "immaculate conception" which falsely declared Mary was born and preserved throughout her life without sin." This is of
course a direct contradiction to the Luke 1:47 gospel account, where Mary declares to YHWH, her need of cleansing from sin’s curse. In 1950 this spiritual cancer spread when Pope Pius the twelfth issued a dogmatic doctrine through so called "papal infallibility", that created the doctrine of "the assumption", that declared that Mary never died but rather was taken by Yahuwah to heaven in body, soul and spirit, similar to the translations of Enoch and Elijah by Yahuwah. Not only does the Bible not even remotely suggest this nonsense, but clearly contradicts this error in Hebrews 9:27, which states that all men and women die prior to judgment by Elohim himself. Since Mary is not listed as an exception to this rule, she did die and was judged, just like any other human being. Therefore the current proposal laid before the pope is a continuation of the shift of Romanism from Messiah Yahshua and the historical gospel, to Mary and all of her accompanying fairy tales ,as the central figure of Roman Catholic theology. This once again goes to prove that error begets error, even as truth begets truth. The continuing propagation of speculative, seductive and unbiblical teachings on Mary, is once again alarming all true bible believers of all backgrounds and is a fresh reminder of popery’s unsubsiding arrogance in the light of revealed truth.

All of this popery which is the latest in a 1,700 year old religious sideshow, continues to confuse Jewish people seeking spiritual truth, who may be willing to accept Yahshua's love and grace, but are too intelligent and perceptive to willingly buy into fables about Miriam. Maryology is not only wrong, it is a major stumbling block to those Jews who think that to accept HaAdon Yahshua, one must also accept Maryology with all of its accompanying blasphemies. As a Jew this is the bottom line to me. She remains a stumbling block to the salvation of my people and
based on the upcoming papal proclamation things are about to get worse!